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Criminology studes bag awards
in PCAP Nat’l Students Congress
Students of DLSU-D’s College of Criminal Justice
Education showed off their academic prowess, talents and
skills and bagged awards in the 3rd National Criminology
Students Congress of the Professional Criminologists
Association of the Philippines, Inc., August 19-21,
Capitol University, Cagayan De Oro City.
Merie Klare Valdez was hailed as Extemporaneous Speech
Champion; Ralph Laurence Pesigan came in 1st place for
Research Paper Presentation; June Rose Cortez bagged the
1st Place for Pistol Marksmanship; Ivan Jerome Genoza
ended up 2nd place for Quiz Bee; while Jonathan Mojares
was adjudged Outstanding Criminology Student.
DLSU-D student representatives (from left) Ralph Laurence Pesigan, Merie Klare
Valdez, Jonathan Mojares, Ivan Jerome Genoza, and June Rose Cortez.

The congress’ theme this year was “Shaping Criminology
Students for a Better Future.”

CTHM, Courage Asia to host
Cavite DINE Philippines 2016

DLSU-D’s College of Tourism and
Hospitality Management (CTHM)
joins hands with Courage Asia to host
the Cavite leg of DINE Philippines,
the longest running food business
and tourism industry caravan in the
country, on October 8 at DLSU-D’s
Ugnayang La Salle.
DINE Philippines is an annual
seminar series that brings together

some of the industry’s best
restopreneurs and culinarians to
inform, educate, and inspire its
audience of the top trends and best
practices in managing food businesses.
It aims to enhance the level of
the country’s tourism, hospitality
and culinary industry; transfer
knowledge from industry experts to
its stakeholders especially in key and
developing cities in the country; and
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promote Filipino competitiveness
in terms of operational standards
and service delivery in light of
globalization.
This business seminar series is
currently on its 6th year and is
brought to key cities around the
country. It has benefited thousands
of professionals in industry and the
academe since its inception.

HIBLA: The Museum Tour at Museo De La Salle

DLSU-D’s Museo De La Salle
opened the schoolyear with
HIBLA: The Museum Tour,
September 7, featuring nine of
artist Jane Arrieta Ebarle’s 15
original paintings
An advocate of Filipino culture
through textile arts, Ebarle
explained that prior to Hibla,
she dabbled in a lot of ethnic art.
Eventually, she came up with her
own unique technique which she
has since called Hibla to signify
her expression of our cultural
heritage. She says hibla, which
means “fiber,” is not about the
textile fibers per se, but more
of the fibers that make up one’s
being.
A marketing executive, Ebarle
shared that marketing and the
arts are interrelated, while
underlining the importance
and ubiquitousness of art and
creativity in one’s chosen

career: “All people are creative.
Creativity is everywhere….”
Museo De La Salle Director
Cecille Gelicame said the main
aim of the exhibit is to inspire
students to think that there is
always something more to their
chosen career. The exhibit is an
opportunity for them to examine
the arts as an avenue through
which they could explore their
creativity.
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HIBLA: The Museum Tour is on
exhibit at Museo De La Salle’s
Fe Sarmiento-Panlilio Room until
October 8. For more information,
please call (02) 7795180 or (046)
4811940.
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